**FUN DAY**

**November 19**

**MONTGOMERY MIDDLE 9:00 - 3:00**

**1900 EDGEWOOD AVE COQUITLAM**

- **Bristle Bots**
  Use tiny motors and household items to create bots that go!

- **Balsa Build**
  How can tiny little pieces of wood hold up hundreds of pounds? Find out and try yourself!

- **Would I Lie to You?**
  Use your creative thinking skills to break into the secrets of magic tricks and fooling an audience!

**The Secret Life of...?**

Come build, create and invent in an *Odyssey of the Mind* workshop! Students will use *recycled materials* and their own *imaginations* to create fantastic solutions to problems - developing their *creative thinking* and *technical skills*!

**To Register:**

Events at [odysseybc.ca](http://odysseybc.ca)